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The Terror and the Terror (March 3, 2013 – August 4, 2016) 
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Kamil was at psychologist who tried to explain something to him. She wanted him to admit 

something. Kamil was narcotized with sedatives and was not able to answer. He finally under-

stood the questions and cried at psychologist that everything is just her imagination and told 

her that she is a bitch. Then, the psychologist showed Kamil a picture with dots. Kamil did 

not have a perception of the view due to overdosing with drugs which were given to him by 

psychologist. 

 Later people in white coats entered the room and behaved well to Kamil. They showed 

him the same pictures and Kamil started answering. Everything was easy. Doctors smiled at 

Kamil. Kamil answered all questions correctly. He wanted doctors to show more pictures but 

they refused it. They observed exceptional intelligence. It was the highest intelligence ever 

found. Doctors wanted to call to the Guiness book of records but psychologist did not allow it. 

Kamil was two-and-a-half-year old and with the correction taking into account his age  

the intelligence quotient reached 220 points. The correct value was higher since the doctors 

did not show more questions to Kamil. They wanted to protect psychologist and Kamil’s 

biological mother. Kamil’s biological mother and crook psychologist wanted to abandon their 

son and nurse-child being the reason for concealing the correct value of Kamil’s IQ. Doctors 

were laughing at it but crook psychologist felt the need for revenge. She cried at doctors that 

it was deceit and threatened that she would defame Kamil. 
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A few years later, a woman entered the flat where Kamil lived claiming to be his mother.  

She pretended quarrel with husband. During the discussion she gave Kamil a sheet of paper  

with a sequenced of numbers. The card was partly masked with a sticker at one side. She told 

him that he must call the number at the second line beginning with the prefix for the state 

where the highest number of Jews lives. Kamil told her that it is not clear where the highest 

number of Jews live. He told her that Jews are all around the world. She got angry and went 

back to the living room to continue the quarrel with her husband. Kamil did not know  

that the quarrel was a trick aiming at him. Then, she told Kamil that if she would not return  



in two months he must call the number she showed him. She told him that he must be alone 

when he calls the number. 

 Kamil was small child. He was attending fourth class of basic school and lived  

in a fear about the woman who pretended to be his mother. He waited for two months.  

Then, one day being alone, he decided to call the number given to him from the woman.  

He looked up for the prefix of several states where many Jews live and finally ended up  

with Israel. Then, he looked at the card and found the sequence beginning with this prefix.  

He dialled the number but an unknown voice speaking a foreign language answered  

and Kamil hung up. Kamil then realised that he should skip the prefix. He called the number 

and heard a non-comprehending voice saying something. Kamil asked: 

“Is my mother there?” 

A medley of sounds spread from the receiver. Kamil hung up and returned the card to  

the place from where he took it. Then, he waited what happens next. 

 After a few minutes, someone rang the door bell of the flat where Kamil lived  

and the door opened. Then, a group of people marched through the corridor to the living 

room. A man in black was the leader. He looked at Kamil and asked him for his name.  

Kamil answered. Then, he asked for the age. Kamil answered again. Then, he asked  

for the date of birth and Kamil answered correctly. Then, the man in black asked Kamil: 

“Why did you call us?” 

“I did not call you. I wanted to call my mother.” 

“Where did you take the number?” 

“I called the number from card given to me from my mother.” 

“Where is the card?” 

“It is in drawer of bed table.” 

“Where is the drawer?” 

Then, Kamil led the group to the bedroom where he found the card with the sequence  

of numbers. 

 The group examined the card for a while and then the man in black asked Kamil: 

“What is your national number?” 

“I do not know my national number. I am ten years old.” 

The man in black hesitated and the group demanded decision. A woman in white jacket told: 

“Let’s do it now. He won’t know about that.” 

The man in black hesitated again. Then, he took the transmitter of DBS station and asked: 

“Shall we do it? The age and the date of birth don’t fit.” 



From DBS station cracking noises spread and then a woman voice said: 

“If he doesn’t know his date of birth then he does not deserve it. Kill him now!” 

Kamil went to the window immediately and cried: 

“Help! They want to kill me!” 

The group then retreated. They did not close the door as they ran out of the flat. 

 Kamil smiled at it since he told them all his records correctly. After closing the door, 

he sat down in armchair and did not believe that something like this could happen. 

 A few weeks later, Kamil’s babysitter asked him whether he would go for holidays to 

his grandmother. It was summer and the academic year was over. Kamil did not have any-

thing to do. Hence he agreed immediately. 

 Kamil went to a town in mountains. The landscape was beautiful. Quaternary volca-

noes being extinct for just million years were near the town. Just beside the house a river full 

of fishes was. Kamil liked the landscape but a tension was present all around. 

 Grandmother was tall and a bit fat. One evening, she was talking the stories from her 

childhood. One of Kamil’s cousins laughed at it. The laughing was not quite normal, 

however. Kamil felt a tension. He had a fear to talk. This feeling was present since the begin-

ning of his stay. There was something ridiculous in the air he could not describe. 

 Next morning, Kamil went to the kitchen and watched his grandmother making up  

the sofa she was sleeping on. He went to her and offered help. Grandmother did not say any-

thing. He turned and smiled put his hand on his throat and suffered blackout since the opera-

tors turned off his DBS implanted into his head seven years ago on the command of his bio-

logical parents in order to decrease his intelligence and for reasoning his spurning. 

 When he woke up the house was deserted. He walked through the rooms where 

nobody was present. He went to the empty garden. He went to the river and watched the ford 

and pool full of fishes. Everything was mysterious and frightening. He did not know what 

happened and why did it happen. He walked through the garden. Then, he returned to  

the house he left before, laid himself down on the bed and fell asleep. 

 When Kamil woke up the house was full of people. They were the same as before 

Kamil lost his consciousness. He sat down on sofa and listened to the quarrel of the people 

sitting around the desk. Only the cousin with his laughing was missing. Kamil’s grandmother 

tried to kill him. The cousin was there in order to confuse Kamil. He was DBS operator who 

directed the action. They wanted to ill-treat Kamil but the action failed since the operators 

turned off his DBS. 



 Around the desk, discussion was going concerning current situation. His father knew 

the facts of both cases and tried to clarify situation to the Kamil’s grandfather who believed 

that Kamil is cretin not understanding the value of Kamil’s IQ. Kamil’s grandfather refused it 

and defamed Kamil. The quarrel finished when a DBS operator entered the room claiming 

Kamil’s grandfather is a gothic person since the grandfather did not mutilate Kamil in harsh 

enough tone. Then Kamil’s grandfather slapped the operator into his face. When discussion 

was over, Kamil with his father went to the flat where the commando led by the man in black 

tried to kill him. 

 A few days later, a TV report was broadcasted with the shots of Kamil from his 

alleged confession where did not appear at all, the stage was performed by an unknown actor, 

probably, the reporter introducing the TV shot. Then, the TV speaker told that Kamil did a 

confession and that he is fifteen years old. Then, he added that Kamil is dangerous and that 

nobody should intervene to get him on his own. Kamil was ten-years old at the time the TV 

report was broadcasted and the criminal act happened when Kamil was two-and-a-half-year 

old. The TV reporter said that the wanted person has extremely high intelligence. However, 

this news was denied by TV claiming the wanted person was mentally retarded. Crook psy-

chologist manipulated her report and instead of exceptional intelligence wrote that he is 

mentally retarded and that he made a confession. None of these claims were true. Moreover, 

Kamil was an IQ record holder. The psychologist replaced the correct value of IQ (220) with 

its reciprocal (25) claiming that he is mentally retarded. She did not believe the correct value 

and protected herself and told others that Kamil was older being in contradiction with facts. 

Kamil was adult in his two-and-a-half years and the correct value – 220 exactly fits into the 

definition of IQ. Crook psychologist was not able to calculate logarithms. She got the loga-

rithm of fraction instead of fraction of logarithms. Moreover, she did not take into account the 

physical age of child. This was not the cause of wrong value of IQ in psychologist’s report. IQ 

25 is considered to be the correct value for victims of the police with implanted DBS (ver-

batim transliteration of the police sources). The TV omitted this and twisted the facts. The 

case was made up by Kamil’s biological mother and babysitter pretending to be psychologist 

together with DBS operators. This happened when Kamil was three and ten-year old, respec-

tively. It was the consequence of Kamil’s babysitter desire for revenge. Kamil’s father was 

accessory after the fact covering their crimes. Babysitter believed that Kamil was mentally 

retarded but the crime was frame up and the value of IQ was forged. Kamil’s babysitter and 

biological mother made the plot themselves and did not want to admit that. The fake psycho-

logist was Kamils’s babysitter, that is why Kamil could not do anything though he had suspi-



cions and though the babysitter was crook and convicted criminal. Kamil’s biological mother 

and the babysitter went to the police regularly making confessions for Kamil despite their 

responsibility for Kamil’s deeds and the police treated Kamil as criminal despite Kamil’s 

innocence and the facts contradicting Kamil’s biological mother and babysitter reports to the 

police. Kamil was innocent and if he did any of the criminal acts he could do as small child 

mother had the responsibility. Kamil was never charged by the police but the police agents 

provocateurs followed Kamil announcing him as criminal. 

 The true was even more frightening. No crime against Kamil’s biological mother 

happened, actually. On the contrary, Kamil was the victim since the murderer paid by Kamil’s 

parents wanted to blind him when Kamil was three-years old. The murderer confirmed it  

by vomiting. 

 Kamil’s babysitter together with DBS operators gave totally twisted information to 

television saying that Kamil committed the crime they made up in order to defame Kamil 

since they assumed he is cretin not understanding the babysitter made a mistake in calculation 

and evaluation of Kamil’s IQ and behaviour. She gave wrong age completely different from 

the age of Kamil. The shot origin was in the time when Kamil was ten-years old Kamil not 

being depicted there at all. Moreover, Kamil did not commit any crime. On the contrary,  

the crime committed the murderer who tried to blind him and Kamil’s babysitter who covered 

the murderer. The plot was arranged by Kamil’s biological mother and DBS operators who 

claimed that Kamil was not her son. They wanted to get rid of him at the age of two years. 

The family took the role in the action making Kamil believe that he “did something” to his 

biological mother in his three years. Television defamed Kamil by broadcasting erroneous 

information provided by Kamil’s babysitter and biological mother and confused public opi-

nion. 

 Kamil’s father killed his children since he was the actor of highest rank. He wanted to 

abandon Kamil searching the tools for reasoning this act. At the same time, record braking IQ 

was measured for Kamil. This issue was not satisfactory for protecting Kamil since his baby-

sitter and crook psychologist held back this fact. Kamil’s father supported babysitter and she 

herself had more means for hoax campaign reasoning spurning Kamil. These facts were 

satisfactory for arranging the plot where Kamil’s biological mother and her sister-on-law, 

father, the murderer paid by them, television and radio participated. The public approved this 

on the ground of fake information provided by the above mentioned persons and institutions. 

Kamil’s babysitter and father arranged the plot when Kamil was three-years old. The baby-



sitter confirmed her deeds when Kamil was ten-years old through disinformation campaign 

which defamed and impaired Kamil in spite of his exceptional intelligence. 

 These facts were hidden from Kamil having only weak evidences. He knew that 

Kamil’s biological mother and the babysitter playing the role of crook psychologist made up 

the report on him and the police endured their acts despite the fact that they were breaking  

the law in every step. 
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Kamil lived for long since then with his parents. He attended elementary school and got good 

results. In the fifth class, teacher wanted him to construct triangle knowing only the length of 

three sides. Kamil took it with humour and drew the baseline. Then, he drew one leg saying: 

“Leg a.” 

Then, he drew the second leg saying: 

“Leg b.” 

The teacher looked at him and said: 

“Can’t you do it?” 

“No, I can’t.” 

“I just wonder how could you do it in the test?” 

“I could do it since I had a pair of compasses. I can’t do it without them.” 

After these last words, laughter thundered through the classroom. The teacher then said: 

“A pair of compasses is over there but I am looking forward how you will do it.” 

Kamil then went to the corner but no pair of compasses was there. Then, he hailed to  

the teacher: 

“There is no pair of compasses!” 

Then, he returned to the teacher who took the pair of compasses and attacked Kamil.  

Kamil jumped aside from the pike of the tool. Then, the teacher attacked Kamil again and 

Kamil took the pair of compasses from his hands. 

Kamil then drew the triangle correctly. When Kamil was leaving the table the teacher 

said: 

“Do you know that it is not funny at all?” 

Kamil cheerfully looked at him sying: 

“I do but I am looking forward to your understanding the situation.” 

A big laughter and crying thundered again. The teacher said: 



“The fact that somebody is laughing does not mean that the situation is funny, actually. 

Sometimes, it can be just embarrassing.” 

Silence spread through the classroom. The teacher sat down and was sitting there for a few 

minutes. Then, he left the classroom without saying a word. Thundering crying then over-

whelmed the classroom. 

 The next day, Kamil saw a hearse in front of the school. He was wondering why it was 

there. He assumed that it could have a relationship with the teacher of mathematics he ridi-

culed the day before. 
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A few weeks later, Kamil moved to the house in the suburb where he lived with his father  

and the babysitter. The father was substituting regularly with the other man being one of Ka-

mil’s relatives. The only man in the household who did not commit any crime was Kamil and 

the father manipulated by Kamil’s babysitter. 

 The situation intensified with growing legend made up and spread by Kamil’s bio-

logical relatives. The legend was generally accepted in spite of the fact that it was not true.  

The actions were directed by DBS operators, Kamil’s parents and babysitter who spread fake 

information on Kamil. Kamil’s mother directed others in spreading the legend on Kamil.  

They talked a famous director for making a TV report which Kamil was to call at. Kamil un-

derstood that it is a lie. Kamil’s babysitter let others to talk her to witness that Kamil called  

at the report. Kamil cried at her that it is a lie and no such crime was recorded at the police.  

The report was made up by the TV. Kamil’s babysitter went to the police anyway assuming 

that her confession is satisfactory for arresting Kamil. She got only derision at the police.  

She signed only her own confession. She did not understand that she cannot confess for some-

one else. After a few days, she called off what she told the police but was bullied and ridi-

culed. Kamil’s biological relatives ill-treated her. They wanted her to do another witnessing  

at the police in order to arrest Kamil. She refused but never understood that it is crime and  

the TV report false. The tension culminated by her temporary leaving. 
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Kamil’s aunt had millions of crowns on her accounts. Kamil did not have money for train to 

the big city where he studied. Kamil’s aunt went abroad for work as prostitute in spite of her 

immense wealth. She wanted Kamil to go hundreds of kilometers on his foot to the big city. 

She claimed that he does not deserve the money and demented that he had ever studied or 



worked. She spread rumors that he does not work and study. She was telling others that he is 

mentally retarded. She did not allow others including his father to care about him or give him 

money. Kamil’s biological family approved her deeds on the ground of the legend created by 

her and the babysitter in order to justify their own crimes. They liked punishing others.  

She herself went to the student residence where Kamil lived in order to narcotize and abuse 

him even though he prohibited her to enter the building. She paid Kamil’s roommate for  

the entrance. In contrast to Kamil, the roommate paid and took advantage of the services.  

She recorded each action and claimed that Kamil is a pornography actor in spite of the fact 

that she herself was prostitute and paid money to others for it.  

 One day, Kamil came with his wardens to this aunt and his babysitter wanted him  

to take off all his clothes. Kamil took off all his cloths except his underwear. His babysitter 

protested that he must take off all his clothes in order to be naked but Kamil strictly refused it. 

Then she put on his neck dog collar and led him from the corridor to the aunt’s flat. It was  

the same woman who abused him at the university in the big city. Then, the aunt asked him 

and these words were the only he ever heard from her: 

“What in a fuck will you tell me?” 

Kamil answered in the same tone: “You suffer from the same illness as me but you do not 

know about that. It is true for you, not for me.” 

Then the aunt turned to the head of DBS operators and the leader of the action with the ques-

tion: “Is it true?” 

The head of DBS operators answered: “It is, but he has no right for telling this.” 

“Who is it?” Asked this unknown aunt: 

Kamil then broke the conversation telling: “I am your son but next time they will fetch your 

Max for you.” 

Then she ran against the head of DBS operators and beat him with brutal force since she 

assumed that Kamil is mentally retarded. 

Kamil’s babysitter ran out of the flat to the corridor, immediately, with laughing, 

whereas the head of DBS operators stayed inside calming down the aunt. After a few seconds, 

she returned to the flat for Kamil and the head of DBS operators drove him home together 

with her. For all the way home, his babysitter was laughing till the moment when the head of 

DBS operators slapped her in her face. From the aunt’s flat crying and beating was spreading 

of Kamil’s unknown aunt. 

The aunt raged so much that she wanted to send Kamil to court. Finally, she started  

trial where she accused Kamil of several crimes she made up together with Kamil’s babysitter 



and DBS operators. The trial was void since she did not know Kamil’s real name. The rela-

tives sued nickname of Kamil’s father assuming that Kamil would come and call at this name. 

Kamil looked through this trick and did not come to the court at all. They tried a false person 

instead of Kamil having nickname of Kamil’s father. The police could not take an action since 

the person with this name did not exist at all. There was only sentence for Kamil’s babysitter 

since she took full responsibility for the person she made up and reported to the local offices 

twenty years after Kamil’s birth. She sued this person without its attending at court due to  

the fact that she disengaged it of its justice rights. But it was not Kamil who was judged or 

disengaged of his justice rights. It was really the false person who his babysitter reported at 

the court with completely different name from that Kamil used regularly since the beginning 

of his school attendance and completely different from the name he got at birth. Kamil could 

prove these facts since all his records and diplomas were made out for his right name different 

from the name his babysitter reported. She did not realize that she took full responsibility for 

any crimes committed by this person. She herself committed serie of crimes due to the law 

formalisms she broke during the trial. She did not realize that judged person must have  

the name from official register and the fact that it must be the same as Kamil’s official name. 

She was convicted but never figured out why the sentence was delivered to her, nor the fact 

she had to go to prison. 

Kamil’s relatives were angry to death. They could not bear such defeat. Some mem-

bers of Kamil’s family were sent to prison for false witnessing. The Kamil’s roommate who 

helped the aunt during abusing him and doping with drugs was sent to prison as well. 

Kamil’s babysitter, as the only one, refused to go to prison in spite of her faults  

and crimes. Ordinary people wanted to punish Kamil assuming he is mentally ill regardless  

of his extreme records and aptitude. Kamil’s babysitter initiated crowd psychosis since she 

herself was free. Any crime against Kamil and the people being in contact with him was 

justifiable. These deeds are crime (broadcasting panic – this crime is present in the Czech 

law.). None of the claims were true but even in the opposite case it is crime since all trials  

and investigations are secret (in this case, the police did not do any investigation since none  

of the crimes were committed – Kamil’s babysitter made up all of her claims, moreover,  

she believed false TV report and went to the police with the report without acceptance from 

the police). Any crime must be investigated by the police, otherwise any subsequent trial is 

considered to be another crime. (This crime is present in the Czech law.) Only the police is 

entitled to examine witnesses and collect the proofs (following from the Czech Criminal Law 

Catch X Part 8 § 368 Unannounced Criminal Act). 
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Kamil was studying at university and passing all exams for all the time. He got exceptional 

results. His father did not tell others about Kamil’s successes. He was spreading the rumours 

that Kamil does not study at all, instead. The murderer was monitoring Kamil at the university 

but did not study at all. He was there just because of Kamil. He murdered Kamil’s classmate 

at student residence of the university just because Kamil called his name and location.  

Kamil called it when he was alone at student residence. It was the proof that Kamil was 

monitored permanently. Kamil was bullied and attacked by schoolmates directed by the mur-

derer. The police arrested the murderer. Kamil’s father lied and twisted the roles. He said that 

the crime committed by the murderer was done by Kamil since Kamil was to be murdered.  

He said that Kamil passed no exams being another lie. Kamil passed all exams having excel-

lent results during his study. Kamil’s family spread the rumours and got famous because of it. 

People believed the family more due to television broadcasting false report on Kamil when he 

was ten-years old. A rumour was going that Kamil was older being just another lie. 

 Kamil had excellent results in his branch. His biological relatives could not bear it. 

They wanted to revenge. Other people believed their stories since Kamil could not tell anyone 

what actually happened. Other people were attacking him permanently. They assumed  

that it is correct influenced by the legend spread by Kamil’s biological relatives. 

 Finally, murderer was going to Kamil paid by Kamil’s father in order to kill him. 

Other people believed the legends spread using illegal monitoring which was sending to tele-

vision and radio where the particular sentences and stories were twisted and got completely 

different meaning, in most cases, it was right opposite from the original. The records from  

the monitoring were made by DBS operators who impaired intelligence using strong feedback 

and continuous talking to Kamil via his DBS. DBS operators made a vulnerable person out of 

Kamil in spite of his exceptional intelligence. The people then attacked Kamil and did not let 

him in peace. They assumed that Kamil was a clear case. In reality, Kamil was exceptionally 

successful. His successes were hidden from others and the legends were spread instead.  

The roles were twisted in all stories on Kamil and told to the other people. 

 The terror intensified and Kamil could not defend himself. Kamil was deprived on  

the job when he lost his consciousness after turning off his DBS by DBS operators. Kamil 

told the police what happened. DBS operators did not bear it and wanted to defame Kamil. 

During his presentation laughter was played from tape specially prepared for this purpose. 

Kamil understood it and did a speech intensified by DBS operators and interpreted by them as 

a confession. Kamil, however, did not do any confession since he did not commit any crime. 



He wanted to make a joke and revenge for the smile playing from tape. After the return from 

the conference, DBS operators tried to shoot Kamil but the attempt failed. Kamil survived 

only by chance. 

 Kamil figured out later that DBS operators wanted to revenge for Kamil’s report to  

the police. Kamil made the presentation in English which the audience did not know enough 

for understanding Kamil’s speech. It would be funny if Kamil was not in danger of losing his 

life. DBS operators and biological relatives did not stop spreading the rumours on Kamil and 

other people bullied him with the same intensity. Kamil lost his consciousness twice, yet, and 

crook doctor took driving license from him breaking the law by this. A letter from local 

authorities was sent to Kamil that he must hand in his driving license under the penalty of 

thirty thousand crowns if he would not do it. Kamil returned it, immediately. 

 DBS operators and Kamil’s biological relatives started another campaign using tele-

vision and radio. Other people bullied him since they got paid from his father. The people still 

believed Kamil’s father though none of the rumours was a true story. Kamil published his 

own version on the internet which his father did not know being held in his own notions 

thinking that Kamil cannot write his own story. DBS operators and Kamil’s biological 

relatives kept on defaming him with fake reports and non-existing cases. Kamil’s father and 

other relatives had experience with arresting in prison. They could not bear Kamil’s suc-

cesses. They covered the crimes of the murderer who committed murder in student residence 

in the big city. They accused Kamil of their own crimes – their own son and biological 

relative who was almost blinded by them at the age of three years and ill-treated and 

intercepted by them to cover their own crimes. 

 They committed murder, murder attempt, incitement to suicide, deceit, terror on con-

signed person, torture and other nonhuman treating with the penalty from two to twenty years. 

In cases where the crimes were committed using television, the penalty can be increased up to 

two or three years. The crimes fit in the definition of group crime which allows using 

exceptional penalties for all persons, i.e. life sentence. 

 Kamil’s relatives continued in making punishments for Kamil. They really punished 

him. They did not know that they compete with two-and-a-half-year old child. They did not 

know that they cover their own crimes. They did not know that they believed the legend that 

was not true. They did not know that they had responsibility for Kamil’s deed when they 

accused him since he was really small child. 

 Kamil was powerless in front of mental retardation of the crowd standing behind his 

biological relatives. These people made themselves believe that they are right having no inte-



rest in Kamil’s story. They did not know Kamil’s name, in some cases, but his relatives 

pointed to him and defamed him with their rude behaviour. They spread rumour that Kamil 

was in prison which was just another lie and covering their own crimes. Kamil was never 

judged nor convicted hence he could never be imprisoned in spite of the legend spread by his 

biological relatives. They were just giving Kamil their own qualities and accused him with 

their own crimes. They accused Kamil of murdering his own parents even though they were 

still alive and organized diversion against Kamil. They did not know they make criminals out 

of innocent people. They did not understand that forced deeds are not a proof. They did not 

understand they commit a crime. They spread rumours that Kamil made confession in spite of 

the fact that he was still defending himself. They took each word as confession. They made 

themselves believe that they do the right thing. Kamil understood behaviour of the crowd.  

He figured out that it is better to work and show other people their faults even though he knew 

that the crowd does not understand his behaviour, imitates him, reverse his deeds and takes it 

as a proof. Kamil really felt guilty but not for a crime he did not commit but for the fact  

that he could not stop spreading the legends on him. He could not change the behaviour of  

the people around him. They themselves were mentally retarded and held in their own no-

tions. They could not understand the situation since their mental skills prevented them to do 

so. They escalated their behaviour and tension. They got themselves into a trap with radical 

solutions. They really wanted to be in this trap since they accused Kamil of their own faults 

and protected their own interests. They did not want to understand Kamil’s thoughts. They did 

not want to know his story. And this is the end of this story even though it has no end, 

actually. 


